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a b s t r a c t
Multidimensional projections are valuable tools to generate visualizations that support exploratory analysis
of a wide variety of complex high-dimensional data. However, projection mappings obtained from different
techniques vary considerably, and users exploring the mappings or selecting between projection techniques
still have limited assistance in their task. Current methods to assess projection quality fail to capture
properties that are paramount to user interpretation, such as the capability of conveying class information,
or the preservation of groups and neighborhoods from the original space. In this paper we propose a
unifying framework to derive objective measures of the local behavior of projection mappings that support
interpreting the mappings and comparing solutions regarding several properties. A quality value is
computed for each data point, from which a single global value may be also assigned to the projection.
Measures are computed from a recently introduced data graph model known as Extended Minimum
Spanning Tree (EMST). Measurements of the topology of EMST graphs, built relative to the original and
projected data representations, are scale independent and afford evaluation of multiple properties. We
introduce measures of visual properties and of preservation of properties from the original space. They are
targeted at (i) depicting class segregation capability; (ii) quantifying ‘neighborhood purity’ regarding classes;
(iii) evaluating neighborhood preservation; and ﬁnally (iv) evaluating group preservation. We introduce the
measures and illustrate how they can inform users about the local and global behavior of projection
techniques considering multiple mappings of artiﬁcial and real data sets.
& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Multidimensional projection techniques map high dimensional
data points into low dimensional(2D or 3D) spaces striving to
minimize the information loss. Such projections can be generated
by dimension reduction strategies when their target space is
typically two- or three-dimensional. Projection techniques have been
deserving great attention, with several recent solutions introduced
focusing on improvements such as achieving higher precision, giving
users additional control over the outcome, or improving scalability
[1–5]. Information loss may be measured in different ways, depend-
ing on the goal of the projection, e.g., to preserve relative distances,
or to preserve neighborhoods or neighborhood ranks, to highlight
outliers or yet to favor class or group segregation.
Projections are usually displayed as 2D scatter plots and support
visual analysis in a wide variety of applications, typically requiring
users to identify similarity of individuals in a class or cluster, as well
as outliers based on proximity [6–9]. Nonetheless, their usage poses
many practical issues, e.g., which technique would handle the data
better, which is the best parameterization, how reliable is the data
mapping, or yet how to interpret a perceived pattern. Indeed,
projection interpretation is highly subjective and analysts need help
to grasp the real meaning of a point layout.
Quantitative and qualitative measures strategies are available
to assess and compare projection mappings. Some graphical
representations often employed for qualitative assessments are
illustrated in Fig. 1, namely a distance histogram, exempliﬁed in
Fig. 1(a); a similarity matrix, in Fig. 1(b), which can convey
whether data classes are highly separable; and a Shepard diagram
in Fig. 1(c), which plots the pairwise distances computed in the
projected versus in the original data space. Albeit useful, such
representations convey limited information on the faithfulness of
a mapping to the original data space. Some quantitative measures
that support objective assessments of the global or local behavior
of projection mappings regarding distinct properties are reviewed
and discussed in Section 2.
The outcome of many quality measures is affected both by the
choice of projection and by parameterization. Additionally, good
parameter values may depend on data characteristics unknown to
the analyst, for example, users are often required to set distance
thresholds or neighborhood sizes. Best choices vary across data
sets and even within a data set, e.g., a data point located in a very
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sparse region may have its closest neighbor far away, whereas one
in a dense region can have many very close neighbors. Using
cluster models as reference is inadequate, as an arbitrarily chosen
clustering does not necessarily reﬂect the data distribution.
Additionally, the value of directly comparing distances in sparse
high-dimensional spaces with distances in the reduced space is
limited. Thus, there is need for investigation of new evaluation
approaches that capture quality variations due to choice of
projection techniques or parameter settings.
The measures introduced in this paper rely on connectivity
patterns identiﬁed on a graph model that does not require setting
neighborhood sizes or other parameters. In building the graph,
connection patterns are established considering the density dis-
tribution across the data space, so that neighborhood relations are
mapped to vertex connectivity in order to reﬂect local data
properties. Clusters may then be identiﬁed on the graph regardless
of shape or density. The ability to build graph models from data in
original and in projected spaces enables assessing data property
preservation by comparing graph topologies, rather than neigh-
borhood distances or ranks. Our graph-based framework thus
avoids several of the shortcomings mentioned above and intro-
duces a novel approach to measuring projection quality that is
potentially useful both to enhance their interpretation and to
assess their reliability. It is important to stress that the measures
proposed are meant to evaluate 2D mappings generated by
multidimensional projections for visualization purposes, and not
as an approach to evaluate general dimension reduction techni-
ques, aimed at obtaining lower-dimensional embeddings that
characterize a non-linear manifold in which the data would lie.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss
related work on numerical measures for assessing quality of
multidimensional projections. In Section 3 we brieﬂy discuss some
similarity-based graph models and justify our choice of a parti-
cular similarity graph as the underlying model to derive numerical
measures of projection quality. In Section 4 we introduce and
describe ﬁve measures to assess speciﬁc projection properties. In
Section 5 we illustrate their application to projections of two data
sets, created with four techniques, and also compare their beha-
vior with that of some existing quality measures. We summarize
the contribution and present the conclusions in Section 6.
2. Related work
Quantitative measures can tell to which extent a projection
conveys or preserves properties such as class distribution, dissim-
ilarities or neighborhoods. Marghescu [6], for example, employs
cluster validity measures in this context: data is clustered in both
spaces and the resulting models compared to quantify how the
original clusters have been preserved. This approach is limited in
that a clustering model extracted by a particular algorithm is not
necessarily faithful to the data, and moreover intra-cluster and
inter-cluster relationships are largely ignored. Indeed, assessing
projections solely as a cluster solution is quite restrictive, as they
can reveal much more about the data.
Stress functions are a classical measure of the distance pre-
servation capability of projections, e.g., Morrison and Chalmers
[11] use stress to compare projections obtained with various
techniques and varying parameters. Nonetheless, very cluttered
projections may have excellent stress values [7] and similar stress
functions may lead to different perceptions of quality.
These inherent limitations motivated additional graphical
representations based on deﬁnitions of neighborhood. The Neigh-
borhood Preservation [12], for example, computes for each data
point how many of its K-nearest neighbors in the projection are
also in its original K-neighborhood (for a particular K), averaging
the numbers over all points to yield a single value. A curve is
obtained varying K, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) for three projections
of the Optidigts data (see Section 5). Naturally, as K increases so
does precision. Therefore, this measure is suitable to compare
projections rather than as a stand-alone measure of quality. Venna
and Kaski [13] compute neighborhood preservation in a similar
manner, but they explicitly consider the non-coincident nearest
neighbors in the original and in the projected spaces, ranking
these disparate elements based on how misplaced they are. Again,
the output depends on the choice of K.
Lespinats and Aupetit [14] introduce CheckViz as a method to
qualify projection mappings generated by nonlinear techniques.
They deﬁne a perceptually uniform 2D color coding of the
projection area that allows observers to detect the presence of
geometrical mapping distortions such as tears – when neighboring
data instances are mapped far apart – and false neighborhoods –
when distant ones are mapped close. Their solution affords
detecting such distortions at a glance, preventing mistaken inter-
pretations of the mappings. Earlier work by Aupetit [15] intro-
duced measures of outliers and other projection artifacts, as well
as an approach to visualize projection distortions by overlaying
quality measures on a Voronoi cell decomposition of the 2D
projection mapping. Other approaches also employ visual repre-
sentations of the quality of neighborhoods coloring and connect-
ing missing and false neighbors through appropriate value
averaging and graph bundling [16].
Other measures verify projection properties relative to given
data class information. One example is the Neighborhood Hit curve
to quantify class segregation capability, illustrated in Fig. 2(b). It
computes, for a data point with class label l, the proportion of its
K-nearest neighbors also labeled l, and averages over all points. It
reveals to which extent the groups observable in the projection
Fig. 1. Visual representations for assessing projection quality based on distance preservation: (a) distance histogram; (b) distance similarity matrix; and (c) Shepard diagram.
Projection of the Optidigts data set (see Section 5) with Sammon's mapping [10] and distances computed with the Euclidean metric.
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reﬂect the given class structure; it is, nonetheless, highly affected
by class boundaries: data points near class borders are likely closer
to points from another classes than to their own-class nearest-
neighbors. Such points will have low Neighborhood Hit values even
if properly placed in the projection, as far as similarity preserva-
tion is concerned.
Sips et al. [8] propose two quantitative measures of class
consistency. The distance consistency veriﬁes class separation: for
each data point it checks whether it is closer to the centroid of its
own class than to the centroid of any other class. The distribution
consistency measure generalizes the previous idea, considering the
entropy of the spatial distribution of the classes in the projection.
Regions containing points from a single class achieve maximum
consistency values, which decrease in regions containing points
from distinct classes.
The class density measure [9] ranks a set of candidate projections
based on their class segregation capability. The data points in each
class are considered separately, generating a continuous representa-
tion with a smooth density function based on local neighborhoods.
The resulting continuous representations are inspected to identify
class overlap after estimating individual pixel densities.
Previously mentioned measures do express relevant aspects of
projections, afford to some extent comparing solutions and con-
sider properties relevant to their interpretation, such as grouping
capability. Nonetheless, the question remains as to how they relate
to the users´ perception of quality. The work by Sedlmair et al. [17]
tackles this problem, introducing a taxonomy of visual cluster
separation factors in projection scatter plots, which is given as a
guide to evaluate cluster separability measures. The authors also
conducted a systematic qualitative study comparing human obser-
vations with numerical measures of quality, and found out that
measures failed to match human perception of quality in nearly
50% of the cases. They evaluated distance consistency, distribution
consistency and class density measure (referred to as centroid-
based and grid-based measures) on projections showing groups
with varying visual properties, e.g., single group, group with
multiple sub-groups, groups of different sizes, shapes, densities,
etc. The work concludes that grouping measures cannot capture all
such variations.
Several strategies proposed to evaluate the quality of dimen-
sionality reduction (DR) techniques in general are relevant to
projection evaluation for visualization purposes. Lee and Verleysen
[18] deﬁne a co-ranking matrix, which is a joint histogram of point
ranks. The rank of a data point pi with respect to pj is written as
ρij ¼ jfk : δikoδij or ðδik ¼ δij and ko jÞgj. A similar rank can be
computed in the reduced space, i.e., rij ¼ jfk : diko dij or ðdik ¼
dij and ko jÞgj. A co-ranking matrix which conveys the preserva-
tion of point rankings in both spaces is deﬁned as
Q ¼ ½qkl1rk;lrN1 with qk;l ¼ jfði; jÞ : ρij ¼ k and rij ¼ lgj ð1Þ
An element qii yields how many points ranked i in the data
space remain ranked i in the reduced space. Off-diagonal elements
qij inform how many elements originally ranked as i have been re-
ranked as j after the dimension reduction. The rank error is
deﬁned as the difference ρijrij, with the event of a positive/
negative rank error being called an intrusion/extrusion, respec-
tively. Notice that such events occur with respect to a neighbor-
hood size K: for values of K such that rijrKrρij point pj is an
intruder in the K-ary neighborhood of the reduced space, with
respect to the original neighborhood, i.e., the mapping approxi-
mated the points and introduced ‘false’ neighbors in the reduced
space. An extruder signals that points have been separated,
incurring in missing ‘real’ neighbors.
The co-ranking matrix Q contains complete information about
how ranks have been preserved in a given low-dimensional
representation, and as such it provides a framework for several
assessments of the neighborhood preservation. Various types of
intrusions and extrusions can be associated with different blocks
of Q and neighborhood sizes K. The error is thus measured relative
to a speciﬁc neighborhood size K. In a follow up work, the authors
propose criteria to identify the most appropriate choice for K [19],
which depends upon the desired compromise between preserving
local (small) and global (large) neighborhoods. This is done by
computing two overall measures, Qlocal and Qglobal, from the co-
ranking matrix.
Mokbel et al. [20] extend the rank-based framework by
introducing pointwise measures that follow directly from indivi-
dual co-ranking matrices. These can be mapped directly to the
point cloud visualization, enriching the information and enhan-
cing interpretability. They further suggest an improved parame-
terization of the quality measures Qlocal and Qglobal to ensure better
control of the evaluation focus and a more ﬁne-grained analysis.
Their solution identiﬁes benign points by their relative deviation
from the original rank, rather than their absolute rank in the
original space, and allows for separate control of the region of
interest and the size of the tolerated errors. Parameter K is
replaced by a pair ðKs;KtÞ, where the ﬁrst determines a region of
interest and the second determines the size of the tolerated rank
errors. Users can vary both parameters to prioritize e.g., the
preservation of local or global relationships in a quality assessment.
Measures derived from the co-ranking framework suffer from
the same limitations of other approaches based on K-neighbor-
hoods computed either from distances or ranks: by ﬁxing neigh-
borhood sizes a priori one ignores that the number of relevant
neighbors is likely to vary across the data set and K should vary
accordingly to capture these local properties.
Venna et al. [21] frame the speciﬁc visualization task of
projecting data as an information retrieval task. Given a data set
fxigNi ¼ 1, and its projection mapping fyigNi ¼ 1, let Pi and Qi denote,
respectively, deﬁned neighborhoods of an element xi and of its
a b
Fig. 2. Projection evaluation curves: (a) Neighborhood Preservation and (b) Neighborhood Hit curves for K ¼ 1;…;30, relative to projections of Optdigits obtained with three
techniques.
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projection yi, with Pi ¼ rijj and jQij ¼ ki. They deﬁne three vari-
ables: (i) the number of elements on both sets, or the true positives
for xi, denoted as NTP;i; the number of elements in Qi but not in Pi,
the false positives, denoted NFP;i, and the number of elements in Pi
that are not in Qi, or the misses, NMISS;i. These variables are mapped
into measures of precision and recall, analogous to those tradi-
tionally employed in information retrieval, as described in Eqs.
(2) and 3. These measures can be weighted into a single measure
for a combined quantitative evaluation.
precisionðiÞ ¼NTP;i
ki
¼ 1NFP;i
ki
ð2Þ
recallðiÞ ¼NTP;i
ri
¼ 1NMISS;i
ri
ð3Þ
Authors highlight that considering ﬁxed-size neighborhoods
causes all neighborhood violations to be equally penalized. In
order to overcome this problem, they propose replacing the ﬁxed
neighborhoods by one that considers a probability distribution for
all points, adopting a control variable to ensure that the prob-
ability decays as the distance increases. They then introduce novel
measures of precision and recall based on comparing the prob-
ability distributions in the original and in the reduced spaces. As
interpreting these measures are not straightforward, they intro-
duce a modiﬁed version that replaces the point probability
distributions by point rankings, yielding measures that are similar
in nature to those obtained with the co-ranking framework [18].
Evaluation measurements presented thus far offer interesting
sources of information on various properties of projections to data
analysts and designers of projection techniques. Many solutions
consider visual coding properties or the preservation of class
information (for labeled data). Methods that address property
preservation as compared to the original space typically focus on
comparing neighborhoods in terms of distances or rankings, e.g.,
those based on the co-ranking matrix. However, users face many
practical difﬁculties. In order to investigate multiple characteristics
of a projection mapping they will have to resort to several
unrelated approaches. Even the co-ranking framework, that yields
several measurements focuses on the particular property of
neighborhood preservation – then other properties of the map-
pings relevant to visualization tasks are ignored.
We introduce a graph-based framework as an integrated
approach that consistently reﬂects multiple properties of multi-
dimensional projections. The framework allows deriving multiple
measurements that code both the visual conﬁguration of map-
pings as well as their relationship with point distribution in the
original space. The goals are: (i) to enhance interpretability, by
helping analysts to understand what a particular projection is
coding and how reliable it is; (ii) to support evaluating multiple
quality properties of a particular projection mapping; and (iii) to
enable comparing distinct projection mappings in terms of their
observable properties. The graph-based solution prevents neigh-
borhood scale issues from interfering in the assessment.
Using measurements derived from graph models to evaluate
visual representations is not novel: ‘scagnostics’ [22,23], from
‘scatter plot diagnostics’ is based on extracting geometric features
that describe scatter plots. Wilkinson et al. [22] extend and
generalize the original idea by deriving features from graphs built
from geometric representations. Similarly to us, they employ
Minimum Spanning Trees, but their focus is on highlighting
anomalous and interesting patterns in large scatter plot matrices
of attribute data, rather than on evaluating multidimensional
projections, that is, no relationship between the original and
projected spaces can be drawn from the original formulation of
their work, a fundamental task in evaluating projections. In this
respect, our approach extends scagnostics to include aspects of
relationships between the two data representation spaces involved.
3. Modeling the data as a similarity graph
A similarity-based data graph model is at the core of our
proposed strategy to assess projections. Graphs that capture the
relevant (dis)similarity properties of a tabular data set may be
built by taking data instances and their pairwise distances as
vertices and potential weighted edges. Such graphs are extensively
employed in data mining tasks such as similarity search or
clustering. Some relevant examples include theMinimum Spanning
Tree (MST) built from the complete weighted graph; various K-
nearest neighbors (KNN) graphs [24–26], and some recent
structural-based graphs [27–29]. Building KNN models requires
deﬁning a neighborhood size K. This is critical, as in most cases
capturing the ‘relevant’ connection patterns would require differ-
ent settings across regions of the data space. The structural-based
models deﬁne which edges to include considering certain proper-
ties such as clustering [27] or neighborhood density [28]. The
Shortest-Path Graphs, as proposed by Berg et al. [29], adopt a
criterion whereby a data a point can end up more connected to
distant points than to closer ones. Thus, they are not a proper
choice for tasks that require connectivity to reﬂect distances.
We argue that similarity graphs afford various useful analysis of
projection-based visualizations, which are known to support
exploration tasks driven by (dis)similarity as conveyed by spatial
proximity. However, for such purposes highly parameterized
models are not appropriate, i.e., deriving the graph should not
require parameter tuning by users. Moreover, one must favor
models capable of correctly capturing the local and global neigh-
borhood relations into connectivity patterns.
From those mentioned above, the MST (the minimum-weight
connected tree built from the complete graph) and its derived
EMST - Extended MST graph [28] are non-parametric. Additionally,
the EMST is by construction very effective in capturing the local
variations in neighborhood relations and mapping them into
connectivity patterns. The graph is built in two stages: after
obtaining the MST, the EMST construction starts with an empty
edge set to which edges are added according to connection
patterns identiﬁed in the MST. Two values are used to compute
the connectivity threshold of each vertex: a local distance informa-
tion and a global distance distribution. Two vertices will be
connected only if their pairwise distance is bellow the threshold.
The idea is formalized in the deﬁnition below. The edge set A
includes the MST edges plus the additional incident edges to each
vertex in the complete graph GC that satisfy the limit threshold.
The whole process is detailed in the EMST Algorithm that follows,
including the computation of limit. Table 1 introduces the notation
employed in the algorithm and in describing the proposed
measures.
Define : EMSTðV ;AÞj
V ¼ fv1;…; vNg
A¼ fðvi; vjÞjðvi; vjÞAMSTg [ fðvi; vjÞAGC jδðxi; xjÞr limitðviÞg
Algorithm 1 initially computes the complete graph GC and its
corresponding MSTðV ;A0Þ. The EMST edges will be gradually added
to an initially empty edge set A. The limit threshold is computed
for each vertex vi as shown in line 14. Qdd is the global distance
distribution factor, computed for GC according to Eq. (4), where D
stands for the set of all (normalized) pairwise distances, and the
standard deviation sd, 0rsdr0:5, is taken as an indicator of
distance distribution variability, with maxðsdÞ ¼ 0:5 adopted as a
normalization factor. Small values of Qdd indicate little variability
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in pairwise distances, and capturing neighborhoods thus requires
a strict connectivity criterion, i.e., data points must be very close in
order to be connected. Qdd values close to one indicate high
variability in the distances, and thus the connectivity criterion
must be relaxed. Thus, limit is computed by adding to Qdd
(weighted by 〈wA
0
〉) the greatest value between the vertex’ mini-
mum edge weight ðwGCij Þ and the graph's average weight 〈wA
0
〉,
which accounts for the local distance information factor. The ﬁnal
graph is GEMST ðV ;AÞ, where A*A0. The algorithm may be similarly
applied to the reduced space with distance function d. Computa-
tional complexity is determined by the cost of building the MST,
which is OðN log ðNÞÞ, and by the iterations in lines 12–16, clearly
OðN2Þ. Thus, building the EMST has cost OðN2Þ.
QddðDÞ ¼ sdðDÞ=maxðsdÞ ð4Þ
Algorithm 1. Extended minimum spanning tree graph model
(EMST).
1: Input:
2: Set of data instances: X ¼ fx1;…; xng // or Y ¼ fy1;…; yng
3: Distance function: δðxi; xjÞ // or dðyi; yjÞ
4: Output:
5: EMST graph: (V,A)
6:
7: Vertices V’X
8: Distance matrix D ðpairwise dissimilarities’δðXÞ //
normalized
9: GC’CompleteGraphðV ;DÞ // complete weighted (by
distances) graph
10: Edges A0’MSTðGCÞ // edges from MST ðGCÞ
11: Edges A’Ø
12: For each vertex vi in V
13: vj’closest vertice to vi in GC
14: limit’maxðwGCij ; 〈wA
0
〉Þþð〈wA0 〉  QddðDÞÞ
15: For each vertex vk in V
16: A’A [ faik∣aikAGC and wGCik r limitg
17:
18: Returns (V,A)
Fig. 3 illustrates the MST and EMST models of a synthetic 2D
data set. By construction, the connectivity patterns in the EMST
effectively capture data clusters and outliers and faithfully reﬂect
the original spatial data distribution, as the graph maps data
points in dense regions into highly connected vertices and points
in sparse regions into vertices with few or no connections [28].
The ability to preserve local and global neighborhoods render it
suitable as an underlying model to assess projections, by compar-
ing graph topology in the original and projected spaces. A set of
measures and their computation are explained next.
4. Measuring projection quality
We introduce two measures that code the visual conﬁguration
of a mapping regarding class information – i.e., the relationship
between observed groups and given labels – and three measures
that reﬂect the mapping's consistency with the original space – i.
e., the preservation of relevant data properties, as summarized in
Table 2. They are computed pointwise to account for the local
behavior of techniques, and averaging the point values yields a
global assessment of the projection (or of any arbitrary selection of
points, for that matter). All measures vary in the range [0, 1], with
higher values indicating better scenarios. They are initially illu-
strated on the well-known Swiss Roll and Iris data sets. The Swiss
Table 1
Notation.
N Number of data points
m Original data dimensionality
pi ith data point (xi in Rm or yi in R2)
L Number of classes
l A particular class label
lðpiÞ Class label of the point pi
jSj Number of elements of a set S
dðyi ; yjÞ Pairwise distance function in R2
δðxi; xjÞ Pairwise distance function in Rm
GðV ;A;WÞ Weighted graph model
vi Vertex representing pi in a graph model
ðvi ; vj ;wijÞ Weighted edge connecting vertices vi and vj
NGi ¼ fvjjðvi ; vjÞAAg Neighborhood of pi in EMSTðV ;AÞ
NGi;l The set of neighbors of pi (in G) labeled l
EMSTR
2 EMST graph built from the data projected in R2
EMSTR
m EMST graph built from the data in Rm
〈wA〉 Average weight for graph G(V,A)
wGij Edge weight between vi and vj in graph G
CR
2
i Two-dimensional cluster so that piAC
R2
i
CR
m
i m-dimensional cluster so that piAC
Rm
i
Fig. 3. MST and EMST graphs of the 2D Swiss Roll with 1600 data points. Dissimilarity measured with the Euclidean distance. (a) MST (1599 edges) and (b) EMST (3180
edges).
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Roll1 is formed by points generated from a 2D distribution with
four Gaussians randomly sampled with different centers, repre-
senting four classes. A 3D distribution is obtained with the
mapping ðx; yÞ-ðxcosx; y; xsinxÞ. Fig. 6(a) and (b) illustrates both
distributions with 1600 points colored by class (400 points per
class). Iris is formed by 150 data instances describing 3 varieties of
the ﬂower (50 from each variety).2 Each instance is represented by
4 attributes from which sepal length and sepal width are employed
in the 2D mappings shown.
4.1. Measures of class distribution
Two measures, deﬁned as Class Separation and Class Aggrega-
tion, enable comparing multiple mappings regarding their ability
to convey the given data class distribution. As such, they are
computed from the EMSTR
2
graph(denoted simply as EMST in their
deﬁnition). Both measures attempt to quantify how effectively a
projection conveys the class distribution in terms of purity and
segregation, by assessing the EMST-neighborhood of a data point pi
with class label l.
We ﬁrst deﬁne functions σ and γ, as follows: given vjANEMSTi ,
then σðvi; vjÞ ¼ 1 if both pi and pj have the same label, otherwise
σðvi; vjÞ ¼ 0; γðvi; vjÞ ¼ 1 if vj is reachable from vi traversing only
edges va; vb for which σðva; vbÞ ¼ 1, otherwise γðvi; vjÞ ¼ 0.
Class Separation of a point pi is deﬁned, see Eq. (5), as the
percentage of its neighbors (EMST-adjacents) also labeled l. Higher
values indicate that pi is surrounded mostly by points from the
same class, lower values indicate a neighborhood with class
mixture.
class_separationðpiÞ ¼
1
jNEMSTi j
∑
NEMSTi
j
σðvi; vjÞ ð5Þ
Class Aggregation, computed with Eq. (6), measures the visual
aggregation of data points from a particular class. Higher values
indicate stronger class grouping, whereas lower values indicate
spatial spreading of the class by the projection.
class_aggregationðpiÞ ¼
∑Nj σðvi; vjÞ  γðvi; vjÞ
∑Nj σðvi; vjÞ
ð6Þ
Fig. 4 shows in (a) the classes in the 2D Swiss Roll, and the
corresponding Class Separation (b) and Class Aggregation (c) point
measures. In this and the following ﬁgures we adopt the Heated
Objects color scale [30], where darker colors indicate higher
values; the numbers shown refer to the global value of the
corresponding measure. As class separability is good, both mea-
sures display a similar behavior, with lower values mostly near
class boundaries. Still, some borderline points have high Class
Separation and low Class Aggregation: a point has mostly neighbors
from its own class, but it is not well grouped with the other points
in its class.
The Iris mappings of Class Separation and Class Aggregation are
shown in Fig. 5. Notice that in both cases points from the separable
class (pink) have higher values. The 2D view indeed seggregates
this class from the other two. Class Aggregation values are visibly
lower for the gray and green classes, which are not well grouped.
4.2. Measures of data property preservation
These measures assess how a projection preserves certain data
properties of interest, i.e., to which extent it conveys a faithful
image of the data in Rm regarding a target property. Properties of
neighborhoods, class and clustering structure are computed from
the EMSTR
2
and EMSTR
m
graphs, and compared to capture whether
(i) a property observed in the projection is consistent with the
original space, called precision, and (ii) properties that hold in Rm
have been mapped in the projection, called recall. Usage of these
terms is consistent with that by Venna et al. [21], who employed
the same concepts in evaluating neighborhood preservation.
Precision and recall are deﬁned respectively as TP=ðTPþFPÞ and
TP=ðTPþFNÞ, where TP stands for the number of true positives, FP
for the number false positives and FN the number of false
negatives. The speciﬁc meanings of TP, FP and FN depend on the
property under assessment. Precision and recall may be taken
directly as standalone measures or uniﬁed into a single F-measure,
as in Eq. (7). Although they are equally weighted in Eq. (7) other
choices could be justiﬁed.
Fmeasure¼ 2  precision  recall
precisionþrecall ð7Þ
We now describe how precision and recall are deﬁned to obtain
point measures of Class Separation Validation (for labeled data),
Neighborhood Validation and Group Validation. Measures are again
illustrated on the Swiss Roll data, interpreting the 2D spatial
distribution as a ‘projection’ of the 3D one.
4.2.1. Class separation validation
This measure quantiﬁes ‘neighborhood purity’ regarding class,
i.e., the class composition of data point neighborhoods. The goal is
to verify whether the composition of class neighborhoods
observed in the projection is consistent with that in Rm, with
precision and recall computed as in Eq. (8).
In computing precision, the denominator TPþFP is given by the
fraction of points in the pi-neighborhood in the projection that
have the same label as pi. TP refers to how many are indeed in the
pi-neighborhood in the original space. Analogously, in computing
recall, TPþFN is computed as the fraction of points in the pi-
Table 2
Summary description of the proposed measures.
Measure Requires labels Considers original space Short description
Class separation Yes No Measures the class ‘purity´ in the neighborhood of the reference point, i.e.,
whether classes are visually well segregated
Class aggregation Yes No Measures the visual proximity (aggregation) of points in a particular class
(that of the reference point)
Class separation validation Yes Yes Measures the class ‘purity’ in the neighborhood of the reference point in the
projected space as compared to the original space
Neighborhood validation No Yes Measures to which extent the neighborhood of the reference point has been
preserved relative to the original space
Group validation No Yes Measures whether groups observed in the projection are indeed formed by
closer points in the original space, in average
1 http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/dinoj/manifold/swissroll.html.
2 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Iris.
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neighborhood in the original space that are also labeled as pi.
class_separation_validationðpiÞ
precision¼
min
jNEMSTR
2
i;lðpiÞ j
jNEMSTR
2
i j
;
jNEMSTR
m
i;lðpiÞ j
jNEMSTR
m
i j
0
@
1
A
jNEMSTR
2
i;lðpiÞ j
jNEMSTR
2
i j
recall¼
min
jNEMSTR
2
i;lðpiÞ j
jNEMSTR
2
i j
;
jNEMSTR
m
i;lðpiÞ j
jNEMSTR
m
i j
0
@
1
A
jNEMSTR
m
i;lðpiÞ j
jNEMSTR
m
i j
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Fig. 6 illustrates the pointwise Class Separation Validation
mapped to both the 2D and 3D Swiss Roll distributions for
comparison. The mapping in the 2D distribution indicates that
class neighborhoods are mostly very well-preserved. Preservation
is poor for a few points near class boundaries, but other borderline
points do have mixed-class neighborhoods observable in 3D that
have been preserved in the 2D distribution, and as such they have
high Class Separation Validation values.
4.2.2. Neighborhood validation
Following the same rationale, the measure of Neighborhood
Validation attempts to quantify how the projection preserves the
original pi-neighborhood, regardless of class. Precision and Recall
are computed with Eq. (9) and combined into an F-Measure of
Neighborhood Validation. A data point has high precision when its
neighbors in the projection mostly coincide with those from the
original space. Recall is high if most neighbors from the original
space are preserved in the projection.
Thus, TP for Neighborhood Validation stands for how many
points are in the pi-neighborhood in both the projected and
Fig. 4. 2D Swiss Roll: (a) four data classes; (b) class separation; and (c) class aggregation mapped with the Heated Objects color scale (darker is better).
Fig. 5. 2D Iris (a) three data classes; (b) class separation and (c) class aggregation mapped with the Heated Objects color scale (darker is better).
Fig. 6. Swiss Roll: (a) 2D and (b) 3D distributions with color mapping the 4 classes. Color mappings of Class Separation Validation in (c) 2D and (d) 3D distributions. (Heated
Objects scale, darker is better.)
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original spaces. TPþFP is the size of the pi-neighborhood in the
projected space, and TPþFN its size in the original space.
neighborhood_validationðpiÞ
precision¼ jN
EMSTR
2
i \ NEMST
Rm
i j
jNEMSTR
2
i j
recall¼ jN
EMSTR
2
i \ NEMST
Rm
i j
jNEMSTR
m
i j
8>>>><
>>>>:
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The Neighborhood Validation values for the Swiss Roll are
depicted in Fig. 7, where (a) and (b) show color mappings in the
2D and 3D distributions, respectively. Notice that lower values
occur in the class boundaries and in the extremes of the Gaussian
distributions. Figure (c) left shows the 2D distribution with two
points highlighted (red circled) that have Neighborhood Validation
equal to 0 (white) and to 1 (black). The same points and their
EMST-adjacent are highlighted in the 3D distribution view to the
right, with their corresponding neighbors shown in brown. Notice
that the two neighbors of the black point are indeed neighbors in
the 3D distribution, unlike those of the white point.
4.2.3. Group validation
The outcome of a particular clustering should not be taken as a
reference to assess projection properties other than the clustering
itself. Still, a validation measure of group formation is potentially
valuable, considering that detecting and inspecting groups of
similar/dissimilar elements is at the heart of many analysis tasks
conducted on projections. This is true both in scenarios where no
class structure is given, as when the goal is to verify/validate a
given class structure. Rather than taking a cluster model as ground
truth, we use clusters extracted in the original and reduced spaces
as relative references against which to check the projection's
capability of retaining and conveying groups of similar elements
in Rm.
We extract clusters from the EMSTR
m
and EMSTR
2
graphs with
the relational Adaptive Clustering (AC) algorithm [31]. In order to
determine the ‘ideal’ number of clusters, it searches for a solution
that maximizes intra-cluster edges and minimizes edges to ver-
tices external to the cluster. Relational clustering algorithms are
not biased by shape or density when identifying clusters. Previous
results suggest AC as a robust choice for our purposes: Motta et al.
[28] conducted an empirical comparison of cluster models
extracted with several relational and non-relational (agglomera-
tive, divisive and particional) clustering algorithms, considering 23
numerical and 10 textual data sets and three state-of-the-art
external cluster evaluation measures (Rand Index, Adjusted Rand
Index and F-Score). The relational clustering models performed
better, in general, and authors conjecture that this may be due to
their ability to handle data sets with varying topological features.
In particular, the AC algorithm applied on EMST models of the data
produced the best results, in general, as compared to other
relational and non-relational solutions.
The rationale for computing Group Validation is to verify
(i) whether the average pairwise distance computed in Rm for
points in a cluster CR
2
i is indeed lower than the average pairwise
distance of the points external to it; and (ii) whether the average
pairwise distance computed in R2 of points in a cluster CR
m
i is
indeed lower than the average pairwise distance of the points
outside the cluster.
Precision of a point piAC
R2
i is computed as described in Eq. (10).
The value will be high if the clusters CR
2
i are indeed formed by data
points that are closer in Rm, i.e., more similar, as compared to the
Fig. 7. Swiss Roll: (a) 2D and (b) 3D distributions with the Neighborhood Validationmeasure mapped to color. (c) shows (left) two points highlighted in the 2D mapping, one
with maximum (black) and another with minimum (white) preservation, and (right) both points in the 3D view and their corresponding neighbors. (Heated Objects color
scale, darker is better.).
Fig. 8. Swiss Roll: (a) 2D, and (b) 3D distributions, mapping Group Validation; (c) two groups highlighted, with good (darker) and poor preservation (lighter); (d) both groups
in 3D (black points are from the group at the top and brown points from the one at the bottom). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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rest. Recall is computed similarly. High recall indicates good
recovery of the original group structure, i.e., points within a cluster
CR
m
i have been projected spatially closer than those outside the
cluster.
group_validationðpiÞ
precision¼
1
jCR2i j
∑C
R2
i
pj δðpi; pjÞ
1
N
∑Npkδðpj;pkÞ
¼
N∑C
R2
i
pj δðpi; pjÞ
jCR2i j∑Npkδðpj; pkÞ
recall¼
1
jCRmi j
∑C
Rm
i
pj dðpi; pjÞ
1
N
∑Npkdðpj; pkÞ
¼
N∑C
Rm
i
pj dðpi; pjÞ
jCRmi j∑Npkdðpj; pkÞ
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Group Validation values for Swiss Roll are shown in Fig. 8
(a) and (b). Figure (c) shows (a) with two clusters highlighted, and
(d) shows them in the 3D view. Values are high in the top group,
shown in brown in (d). The bottom group has points with lower
values and is shown in black in (d). Notice that the ﬁrst (good
preservation) is indeed very cohesive in 3D, whereas the second
(poor preservation) is not really a group in 3D.
5. Results and discussion
In this section we illustrate the applicability of the proposed
measures to assess and compare projections in Section 5.1, and
compare our measures of neighborhood preservation with those
obtained with the co-ranking matrix framework in Section 5.2.
5.1. Applying the measures on real data sets
We illustrate the measures and discuss their applicability on
multiple projections of two labeled data sets summarized in
Table 3, namely the Optical Recognition of Handwritten Digits
(Optdigits) from UCI,3 which contains handwritten occurrences of
the 0–9 digits; and News2011, a collection of RSS feeds collected
from various news providers (AP, CNN, Reuters and BBC) during
4 weeks in June and July 2011 and manually labeled according to
their topic [32].
The News2011 corpus is described by a Vector Space Model
with 834 terms and is a highly unbalanced data set, as detailed in
Table 3. A KNN classiﬁer (with K¼3) with 10-fold cross validation
achieved very good classiﬁcation precision (91.8%), suggesting that
classes are well-formed, a property that should be reﬂected in
good projection mappings. Digits in Optidigits are described by 8x8
bitmaps, and the data is class balanced (see Table 3). Table 4 shows
the confusion matrix resulting from running a KNN classiﬁer with
K¼3, which achieved 86.7% classiﬁcation precision: notice that
digits 8 and 2 have often been misclassiﬁed as 1, both 8 and 9 are
also sometimes misclassiﬁed as 3. A pairwise similarity matrix of
distances in Rm is shown to the left of Table 4.
We pick a reduced subset of four projection techniques, two
classic and two recent ones, characterized by adopting very
distinct mapping approaches and sufﬁcient for our purposes of
illustrating the potential usefulness of the proposed measures. PCA
[33] is a standard statistical dimension reduction method, Sam-
mon's mapping [10] is a typical distance preservation MDS
strategy, the Least Square Projection (LSP) [7] has been designed
to favor preservation of local neighborhoods over preservation of
global distances, and t-SNE [1] is a novel dimension reduction
method that retains probability distributions rather than dis-
tances. We used locally available Java implementations of PCA,
LSP and Sammon's Mapping, and the t-SNE implementation
provided by the authors.4 For PCA we take the two ﬁrst principal
components as the projected dimensions. Sammon's was run with
the default settings of 1797 iterations and magic factor 0.3. For t-
SNE we also considered the defaults, setting perplexity to 30 and
taking the ﬁrst 30 PCA principal components for the dimension
reduction prior to the t-SNE mapping. The LSP parameters number
of control points and neighborhood size were set to the suggested
defaults, namely 10 % of the points (179 for Optdigits and 177 for
News2011) and a neighborhood size of 15 points [7].
Table 5 depicts the projections, with points colored by the
given class in the ﬁrst column, whereas columns 2–6 show them
color mapped according to each measure introduced in Section 4.
Each cell also shows the summary measure for the projection (and
recall and precision values in parentheses, when applicable). Next
we interpret these measurements, replicating some of the ﬁgures
for clarity and convenience.
Let us start inspecting the behavior of Class Separation and Class
Aggregation on the News2011 data, highlighting the LSP and PCA
solutions already shown in Table 5 (Fig. 9). One observes that in
LSP most points have very high class separation, the exceptions
being those placed in-between visual agglomerates. The PCA
solution, on the other hand, mixes the classes in the central
region, even though high Class Separation is observed in certain
areas. PCA is a dimension reduction approach, rather than a
projection: its poor performance here is a direct consequence of
the impossibility of capturing the variability of the 23 data classes
with just two principal components.
Points in classes that have not been split into multiple regions
will have higher Class Aggregation. LSP again has higher values as
compared to PCA, but still few classes form single agglomerates, as
reﬂected by the generally lower point values of Class Aggregation
as compared to Class Separation. Notice the yellow class (split into
two regions separated by points in the orange class), the blue/
salmon/rosée classes close to the central region, as well as the
elongated reddish class further down. Most points with lower
values are near group boundaries or in-between groups. Some
classes do aggregate well in PCA (e.g. blue and olive green) and
Table 3
Data sets.
Name Content Classes #Items #Attributes Dissimilarity
Optdigits Handwritten digits (test set) 10 1797 64 Euclidean
News2011 RSS news feeds 23 1771 834 Cosine
Optdigits class distribution (%):
10.2, 10.1, 10.1, 10.1, 10.1, 10.0, 10.0, 9.9, 9.8, 9.7
News2011 class distribution (%):
19.0, 14.7, 9.4, 6.2, 6.2, 5.8, 5.3, 5.1, 5.0, 3.5, 2.5, 2.0, 2.0, 2.0, 1.9, 1.6, 1.6, 1.5, 1.2, 1.0, 0.9, 0.9, 0.7
3 UCI KDD Archive, http://www.archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Opticalþ
RecognitionþofþHandwrittenþDigits. 4 http://www.homepage.tudelft.nl/19j49/t-SNE.html.
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their points have higher values; mid-range values also occur in the
yellow, salmon, rosée and green classes. Still, other classes split and
overlap in the central region, resulting in a low global value of Class
Aggregation for PCA. Referring back to Table 5 one observes that t-SNE
outperforms the other solutions on both data sets, with excellent Class
Separation and Class Aggregation. In the Optdigits projection most
points have very high Class Aggregation, with the exception of the
blue class (digit 1), which has been split into in three sub-groups.
The Class Separation Validation helps interpreting whether
regions with high ‘class purity’ in the projection also exist in the
original space. Inspecting the LSP and t-SNE projections replicated
in Fig. 10, it is noticeable that higher values (dark brown and black)
are mostly associated with points in classes well-segregated, such
as those of digits 0, 6, 2, 7 and 3 in the LSP and all groups in t-SNE.
In LSP, points from class 8 are spread and have neighbors from
several other classes (e.g., 5, 3, 2, 1) (reminding that the K-NN
classiﬁer misclassiﬁed many samples from class 8). Again, all
classes are well separated in t-SNE. The overall good values of
Class Separation Validation are more due to precision than to recall.
Values of precision are quite high (average above 0.75) on all
projections considered (see Table 5) whereas values of recall are, in
general, lower (still, above 0.59). We conclude that the projections
actually improved class segregation relative to the original space,
which is good news for users who rely on projections to validate
data classes. All techniques performed well on both data sets, but
again the t-SNE mappings delivered the best results.
Fig. 11 shows Neighborhood Validation for the Optdigits projec-
tions. Values are higher on points in visual agglomerates, and
otherwise generally low. Groups are observable, however, only in
LSP and t-SNE. Unlike Sammon's, which optimizes a global error
function of the original versus projected distances, or PCA, which
does not operate on distances or neighborhoods, LSP has been
designed to preserve local neighborhoods and t-SNE mappings are
known to reﬂect well the similarities between high-dimensional
data points. Their better results on neighborhood preservation are
expected, with the best overall performance being again by t-SNE.
Column 5 in Table 5 indicates that most points have poor
Neighborhood Validation on all solutions, with the exception of t-
SNE on Optdigits, conﬁrming the difﬁculty in preserving neighbor-
hoods, as indicated by the overall low values of recall. Precision
performs slightly higher, but still hinting loss of the original
neighborhoods. t-SNE and LSP show the best overall performance
in terms of both recall and precision.
On data with well-deﬁned classes one expects good correlation
between the classes and m-dimensional clusters extracted by an
effective clustering procedure. We do know that classes in Optdi-
gits are well-deﬁned, apart from certain digits with higher writing
variability, and thus some class mixture is expected. The AC
clustering algorithm identiﬁed 15 clusters in the EMSTR
m
graph
(and 41 and 35 clusters, respectively, in the EMSTR
2
graphs from
LSP and t-SNE). Table 6 shows the class distribution of the clusters
in Rm. As anticipated, 10 out of the 15 include mostly points from
a single class (above 98% purity), and class purity is under
90% only for classes 8 and 11. Classes 1, 3, 7 and 9 have each been
split into two or three sub-clusters, indicating greater writing
variability.
As only LSP and t-SNE favor the perception of grouping
structures, we analyze further their mappings of Optidigits regard-
ing Group Validation (F-measure, precision and recall), replicated
in Fig. 12. Notice that recall is typically higher, particularly in
regions grouping points from a single class. High recall indicates
that the projection placement does reﬂect groupings from the
original space. We observe in LSP that the higher values occur
mostly in clusters with high purity and low variability, such as
classes 0 and 6. The t-SNE mapping outperforms LSP regarding
Group Validation both in recall and precision.
Both mappings have lower values of precision, hinting that clusters
identiﬁed by the AC algorithm in the projection do not necessarily
correspond to points more grouped in Rm. This is an expected effect of
the space ‘folding’ incurred in the dimension reduction – remember
the AC algorithm identiﬁed 41 and 35 clusters in the LSP and t-SNE
mappings, respectively, against only 15 in the original space.
Column 6 in Table 5 shows that, similarly to Neighborhood
Validation, values of Group Validation are typically low. However, unlike
the neighborhood measure, recall values are often better than those of
precision. Higher recall indicates that a projection is doing a good job
of spatially approximating points grouped in Rm; lower precision
indicates that clusters identiﬁed in the mapping do not necessarily
reﬂect groups in Rm.
5.2. Comparing with other measures of neighborhood preservation
We compare assessments of neighborhood preservation
obtained with measures based on the co-ranking matrix and with
our Neighborhood Validation, taking as example t-SNE projections
of the Coil-20 data set5 (with perplexity set to 15, as in [20]). This
consists of 1440 images (128128 bitmaps) of 20 objects: each
object characterizes a class, and has been photographed at 72
distinct rotations, at 5 degree increments. Rotationally symmetric
objects are thus described by highly similar images, unlike non-
symmetric ones (see Fig. 13).
Fig. 14 (a) shows the data classes, Fig. 14(b)–(d) shows, respec-
tively, the mappings of global Neighborhood Validation and corre-
sponding precision and recall; (e)–(g) show measures derived
from the co-ranking matrix: (e) refers to the one proposed by
Lee and Verleysen [19], with Kmax ¼ 4 (the optimal value as
obtained with the strategy introduced by the authors) and
Table 4
Similarity matrix and confusion matrix for Optdigits data.
5 http://www.cs.columbia.edu/CAVE/software/softlib/coil-20.php.
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mapped pointwise; (f) shows the measure by Mokbel et al.[20]
with Kt ¼ Ks ¼ Kmax ¼ 4, and ﬁnally the mapping in (g) shows the
same now considering Ks ¼ 4, Kt ¼ 10 (an arbitrary choice for Kt).
Overall, the color mappings are consistent and indicate that
neighborhood preservation is mostly very high, according to all
measures. They all show that some points from a few classes have
lower values, e.g., 6, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, signaling some discrepancy
in the original and projected neighborhoods. We notice, however,
that preservation as measured by Neighborhood Validation (NV) is
worse in classes 12, 15, 16 and 17 than measured by the other
methods. Fig. 13(e)–(h) shows the objects described by each (at
rotations 0, 120 and 240 degrees): unlike all the others in the
database, these four are rotationally symmetric objects with highly
similar description images that correspond to data points very close
in the high-dimensional space. Ideally, a projection should group
these corresponding points very strongly. Measure NV is indicating
that the mapping is not reﬂecting this: precision is good (‘real’
neighbors are preserved), but the values of NV recall are the lowest
from all classes (see Table 7).
In Table 8 we present a comparative overview of our proposed
measures and others described in the literature, regarding their overall
behavior and how they contemplate certain properties. Measures have
been grouped in three categories: those strictly concerned with how
classes are conveyed in the visual display, those based on assessing
how themapping affects neighborhoods, and those based on assessing
the quality of groups formed.
Table 5
Column 1: projections of Optdigits and News2011 (points colored by class); Columns 2–6: corresponding measures of visual properties and property preservation. Point
values mapped using the Heated Objects color scale, where darker is better. Each cell shows the average value relative to the projection and in parenthesis the precision and
recall values of the preservation measures.
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Fig. 9. LSP and PCA projections of News2011, and corresponding Class Separation and Class Aggregation values mapped to color (darker is better). Numbers refer to the
average measure for the projection. (a) LSP classes, (b) class separation: 0.93, (c) class aggregation: 0.84, (d) PCA: classes, (e) class separation: 0.64, (f) class aggregation: 0.5.
Fig. 10. LSP and t-SNE projections of Optdigits: (a) LSP with classes; (b) LSP mapping Class Separation Validation; (c) t-SNE with classes; (d) t-SNE mapping Class Separation
Validation (darker is better). Summary measure for the projection is shown in parentheses.
Fig. 11. Sammon's, LSP, PCA and t-SNE projections of Optdigits, with Neighborhood Validation mapped to color (darker is better). (a) Sammon's (0.08), (b) LSP (0.25), (c) PCA
(0.08), and (d) t-SNE (0.42).
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Table 6
Class composition of the 15 m-dimensional clusters extracted from Optidigits by the AC algorithm.
Cluster id Class Purity (%) Points per class
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Cluster 0 0 100 178 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster 1 1 98 0 99 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Cluster 2 1 96.6 0 56 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Cluster 3 1 100 0 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster 4 2 100 0 0 176 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster 5 3 92.3 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 1
Cluster 6 3 98.2 0 0 1 164 0 0 0 0 1 1
Cluster 7 4 100 0 0 0 0 175 0 0 0 0 0
Cluster 8 5 98.9 0 0 0 0 0 173 0 0 0 2
Cluster 9 6 98.9 0 0 0 0 0 1 180 0 1 0
Cluster 10 7 97.1 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 166 0 0
Cluster 11 7 56.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 10
Cluster 12 8 89.9 0 0 0 5 3 7 1 0 169 3
Cluster 13 9 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19
Cluster 14 9 99.3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 143
Fig. 12. LSP and t-SNE projections of Optdigits, with color mappings of the Group Validation measure (b) and (f); Group Validation precision (c) and (g); and Group Validation
recall (d) and (h). (a) LSP classes, (b) group validation (0.43), (c) group validation (precision: 0.33), (d) group validation (recall: 0.62), (e) t-SNE classes, (f) group validation
(0.57), (g) group validation (precision: 0.43), and (h) group validation (recall: 0.84).
Fig. 13. Samples of eight objects from Coil-20 viewed at three distinct rotations. (a)–(d) illustrate classes with high Neighborhood Validation, (e)–(h) illustrate the classes with
worst Neighborhood Validation in Fig. 14.
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6. Conclusion
We addressed the problem of giving users objective quantitative
measures to interpret, assess and compare projections of high-
dimensional data regarding visual properties of class segregation, as
well as of preservation of neighborhoods and groupings as compared
to the original space. We derive such measures using the EMST
similarity graph, which translates relevant data neighborhood pat-
terns into graph connections with no need to specify neighborhood
sizes or other parameters. The EMST provides a single unifying
framework from which several topological measures can be derived
that capture multiple projection properties. This capability was
exempliﬁed by two measures that assess how a visual mapping
distinguishes different classes and aggregates points in a single class,
and by three measures that verify property preservation relative to
the original space, one quantifying ‘neighborhood purity’ regarding
class (if given), and others quantifying neighborhood preservation
and grouping capability. The proposed measures are meant to reﬂect
properties that are both understandable by analysts and important to
interpret and evaluate projections. Previous evaluation efforts do not
convey, either explicitly or effectively, such a broad set of properties.
Our measures can be computed and displayed relative to individual
points, to arbitrary groups of points (e.g., a class, or a selection), or to
the projection as a whole. As such, they serve both to infer local
properties of the mappings and to detect local artifacts, and also as
summary indicators of global behavior when comparing alternative
mappings of the same data. Several examples were presented to
illustrate how the measures can assist interpretation of mappings and
assess their reliability regarding those properties. Our experiments
Fig. 14. t-SNE projections of Coil-20. (a) shows the classes, and (b)–(g) show different neighborhood preservation measures mapped to color (darker is better).
Table 7
Neighborhood Validation precision and recall for the classes of the Coil-20 data set.
Class Average precision Average recall
1 0.660 0.995
2 0.592 0.968
3 0.824 0.922
4 0.675 0.990
5 0.680 0.817
6 0.713 0.793
7 0.852 0.938
8 0.941 0.622
9 0.561 0.883
10 0.609 0.904
11 0.733 0.808
12 0.997 0.073
13 0.607 0.984
14 0.531 0.666
15 0.984 0.060
16 0.997 0.049
17 0.994 0.119
18 0.841 0.714
19 0.739 0.612
20 0.859 0.796
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involved different projection techniques runwith their default values.
However, the methodology would be equally applicable to study the
parameterization of a target projection technique.
Other measures can be derived from the EMST, e.g., it is
straightforward to identify highly connected data points (hubs),
or outliers. A projection-based visualization system might offer
users a toolkit of quality measures, from which s/he can select
those relevant to a speciﬁc problem or task. They can be mapped
visually not only to the point cloud, but to other complementary
views, such as distribution histograms of their values. Such multi-
ple views can be coordinated and coupled with functionalities for
searching and ﬁltering, e.g., to highlight points with extreme
values of one or multiple target properties. We are working on
such a system (available at http://vicg.icmc.usp.br/infovis2/EMST
ProjectionEvaluation), to be made available in its current and
future versions. Future work includes investigating the measures
on additional data sets and their usability from an end-user
perspective. Another line for further work is to investigate cen-
trality and other graph measures as feature vectors descriptive of
projections, that could be useful to identify potentially relevant
mappings from a very large set of alternatives.
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